Bonus coverage

P age \ Of

Laura Hundley
From:

Kelly Price [kelly@bbatlanta.com]

Sent:

Monday, July 26, 2004 3:10 PM

To:

Laura Hundley

Cc:

Terry Michelitch

Subject: Bonus coverage

Congratulations to the Armstrong camp and yet another spectacular Tour!
Attached is the Chubb proof of loss form. Please have it completed and notarized before returning to our office. We are anticipating a
similar form for the Lloyd's policy. We should have within the week.
SCA has not in the past required a form. They did acknowledge the win this morning by telephone. They did how express some
concern about all the publicity surrounding the alleged drug use by the team. They may want to contact your office directly. If they
do, would you like correspondence to come directly to you or Bill?
We look forward to receiving the attached form.

«tailwindsportsproof.doc»
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RE: UCI contact
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Laura Hundley
From:

Kelly Price fkelly@bbatlanta.com]

Sent:

Monday, August 02, 2004 2:53 PM

To:

Laura Hundley

Subject: RE: UCI contact
Thanks, fax no. 770 512 5050
Original Message
From: Laura Hundley fmailto:lhundlev(Q)planetcse.com1
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2004 3:52 PM
To: Kelly Price
Subject: RE: UCI contact

Kelly,
Yes-1 finally got into my e-mail on Friday. I will send you the Proof
of Loss form this afternoon. Is there a good fax number I can send it
to? Also, I have contacts for you at the UCI who can be contacted to
confirm Lance's test results being negative throughout the entire Tour
de France. The first person is Alain Rumpf. His phone number is
41-24-468-58-11 and his e-mail is alain.rumpf@uci.ch
Bill also suggested you contact Christian Varin who is the head of the
anti-doping department at the UCI. I only have an e-mail address on him
and it is christian.varin@uci.ch. Please feel free to contact either of
these individuals and request their assistance. Please let me know when
the Proof of Loss form comes in from Lloyd's and I will turn it around
as quickly as 1 can.
Thanks so much for your help....and by the way the rumor isn't
true....like most floating around these days!
Laura

Original Message
From: Kelly Price [mailtQ:kellY@bbatlanta.corp]
Sent: Monday, August 02,2004 1:55 PM
To: Laura Hundley
Subject: UCI contact

Laura, have you had a chance to catch up on your emails? and you found
mine with the Chubb Proof of Loss form???
The other thing I was following up on was the contact person for UCI.
We would like to get in touch with them asap.

CL
4/14/2005
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